The critical-voltage phenomena observed in high-voltage electron microscope images of bend contours as well as in corresponding Kikuchi or convergent-beam diffraction patterns provide sensitive methods of determining submicroscopic alloy parameters such as Debye temperatures, short-range order, and atomic scattering factors. Only a very limited number of critical voltages can be observed in metal crystals in the voltage range usually available, 100 to 1200 kV, so that quantitative interpretation of the data must be based on a few-parameter model which incorporates all the pertinent factors. A satisfactory two-parameter model has been developed which can be used to interpret or compute the critical voltages of substitutional solid solutions as functions of composition, temperature and shortrange order. In the alloy systems Fe-Cr, Ni-Au, Cu-Au and Cu-AI, sufficient critical voltage data are available to derive the model parameters which pertain to atomic bonding in the lattice. In addition to atomic scattering amplitudes, the critical voltage depends strongly on the atomic mean-square displacements. The static contribution to the mean-square displacements is large in alloys with large atomic-radius disparity, and is especially sensitive to short-range order in f.c.c. solid solutions. Well-defined best estimates for the model parameters are used to predict the critical voltage and its sensitivity to composition, temperature and short-range order for a large number of solid solutions. Systems for which critical-voltage studies may be of considerable interest are indicated. § 1. INTRODUCTION Detailed examination of electron diffraction patterns from precisely oriented thick crystals at accelerating voltages greater than about 100 kV has revealed that at certain critical voltages, V c' second-order Kikuchi lines vanish and other characteristic changes occur (Nagata and Fukuhara 1967, 
can be found from an X-ray diffraction measurement of the Debye-Waller angular attenuation of Bragg reflections. However, whereas X-ray techniques average a signal from a relatively large volume of material, criticalvoltage measurements can be carried out in small volumes of crystal, l!-tm or less in diameter. Moreover, one always has the image available to select the phase of interest or to measure the distance of the area under study from an interface, etc. The small sampling volume also makes specimen preparation much less difficult than for a comparable X-ray study so that it is feasible to study composition as a variable. In spite of its potential, and the increased availability of high-voltage electron microscopes, critical-voltage measurements have not been widely used in metallurgical applications. The technique has been used for studying local composition variations in Ni-base alloys (Butler 1972 (Butler , 1973 , composition variation of the Debye temperature in Fe-Cr alloys (Shirley, Lally, Thomas and Fisher 1975) and ordering in ordered Cu 3 Au and Ni 4 Mo (Sinclair et ale 1975) , but there is little else for alloys apart from some scattered and uninterpreted critical voltages.
A possible reason for this situation is that there is no simple, universal few-parameter model to interpret critical· voltage data for alloys or to indicate the feasibility of a particular critical voltage study. In this paper an analysis is presented which can be used to predict or interpret critical voltages in b.c.c. and f.c.c. substitutional solid solutions. Similar principles can be used for alloys exhibiting long-range order, but specific models must be written down for each ordered structure and consequently they have narrower applicability. The model derived in the present paper takes into account the static as well as the thermal (vibrational) mean-square displacements of the atoms. The central importance of the static displacements in both ordered and disordered alloys in analysis of alloy critical-voltage data is not widely appreciated. We shall see that the static mean-square displacements are very sensitive to shortrange order, especially in f.c.c. alloys, and are large if the elements have appreciable atomic-radius disparity. The model derived in the following section sacrifices some of the precision of a rigorous calculation based on the particular interatomic potentials (see, for example, ) to achieve a few-parameter model with broad applicability. This is necessary because of the limited number of critical voltages and experimental variables (temperature, composition) one has available to determine model parameters. Preliminary reports of the results presented here have been given by Shirley et ale (1974) , , Thomas et ale (1974) and Shirley and Fisher (1977) .
In § 2 we derive the model and describe the key parameters. The model is used in § 3 to analyse critical-voltage data for Fe-Cr, Ni-Au, Cu-Au and Cu-AI solid solutions. The discussion illustrates the relative importance of the various alloy parameters. In § 4 the theory is used to estimate the composition and short-range-order sensitivities of a large number of alloys. It is hoped that this will serve as a guide to future critical-voltage work on solid solutions. § 2. THEORY Several different diffraction conditions can result in minimum intensity in high-order reflections at a critical acceleration voltage. One of the more easily observed and most thoroughly studied of these critical-voltage effects is the extinction at V c of the second-order reflection in a row of reflections from a particular set of crystal planes when the Bragg condition for the second-order reflection is satisfied. The crystal should be oriented so no other planes are diffracting. The effect was first reported by Nagata and Fukuhara (1967) and Uyeda (1968) . This critical voltage occurs when branches 2 and 3 (in the notation of Humphreys and Fisher 1971) come into contact at a Brillouin zone boundary (Metherell and Fisher 1969) . The contact of the dispersion surface branches also has consequences in the Kikuchi or convergentbeam patterns which can be used for more precise determination of the critical voltage than is possible from spot patterns or bend-contour images (Thomas 1972, Bell and Thomas 1972) . For substitutional solid solutions the value of the critical voltage depends on the average atomic scattering factor evaluated at the reciprocal lattice points in the row of excited reflections. Composition, temperature, and short-range order affect the critical voltage only through the average atomic scattering factor, f, so attention in this section is focused on factors influencing f in cubic substitutional solid solutions. Once f is known, it is relatively straightforward to employ the n-beam matrix diagonalization method of Fisher (1968) in a computer program which locates the voltage for which dispersion surfaces 2 and 3 coincide at the Brillouin zone boundary.
The average atomic scattering factor for a cubic substitutional solid solution is : (1) and (2) assumes that the environment of each site is statistically cubic and that the mean-square displacements, both thermal and static, may be calculated from a harmonic model. Krivoglaz (1969) has discussed the complications which arise when deviations from harmonicity are considered. In order to derive a simple broadly applicable model we shall, however, ignore anharmonic effects.
In principle, the atomic scattering factors fA and fB are functions of composition and short-range order. In practice, however, the situation is simpler because the atomic scattering factors in the solid solution are constant and equal to the free-atom scattering factors except at low scattering angles where the free-atom value is modified by the rearrangement of the outer electrons in the crystalline environment (see, for example, Lally et ale 1972) . Thus only the values of fA and fB at the first-order reflection are significantly different from the free-atom values and it is these deviations which may depend on composition and short-range order. There is no theory which gives these deviations in terms of composition, short-range order and, say, electronegativity difference for a wide range of solid solutions. We shall see that measurements of these electron transfer effects may be possible in certain favourable cases, but for the most part the mean-square displacements are the dominant factor influencing the critical voltage.
The theory for evaluating <u 2 ) A and <U 2 )B and similar correlations has been the subject of a good deal of research (see, for example, Krivoglaz 1960 ). Here we derive a heuristic, broadly applicable version of this theory which gives a better physical insight than the formal treatment of Shirley (1974) and which takes advantage of computer calculations of distortion fields around defects (Flinn and Maradudin 1962, Flocken and Hardy 1969) . Krivoglaz (1960) had to rely on approximate manual integrations over the Brillouin zone. We also wish to tailor the theory to the criticalvoltage application by our choice of unknown parameters. It is useful to express <u 2 ) A and <U 2 )B in terms of the correlations studied by Shirley (1974) .
Let Gi A == (1, 0) if there is an (A, B) atom at site i, and similarly for Gi B . Then
where Ui is the atomic displacement from site i, and where the sum is over all lattice sites. The ensemble average in the second equality is the value of the enclosed variables averaged over all sites in the crystal. Because of the relation Gi A + Gi B == 1 it is possible to express Gi A (and Gi B ) in terms of Gi which has the value (2m B , -2m A ) for an (A, B) atom at site i. This variable has the following properties which will be used later:
(4 c)
The final property is the relation between the pair correlation and the CowleyWarren short-range order parameter, rx (Warren 1969) . It is easily verified that GiA==m A +!Gi which with (3) gives (5 a) and similarly (5 b) Thus the problem of studying <u 2 ) A and <U 2 )B is now reduced to the study of the correlations <u 2 ) and <GU 2 ) as functions of temperature, composition and short-range order. It is possible to use the analytical theory to derive expressions for the correlations of interest in terms of interatomic potentials, but it will be adequate for the present to take a heuristic approach with emphasis on physical interpretation. The approach will appeal to other work at various points in the development. The analytical theory shows that <u 2 ) and <GU 2 ) may be regarded as having two separate components:
The first components are explicitly temperature dependent and may be interpreted as arising from the vibrational motion, including zero-point motion. They are called the thermal components. On the other hand, the second components may be thought of as coming from the static distortions due to the atomic radius mismatch. These components are called static components. The problem is now reduced to a study of the four correlations on the right-hand side of eqns. (6) . Note that for a pure metal, <u 2 )t is the only correlation. We shall examine the thermal and static components separately.
To deal with the thermal correlations <u 2 )t and <au
2 )t, we first note that the formal theory shows that the latter is an order in atomicradius-mismatch parameter smaller than the former. Since the two thermal correlations are not experimentally separable, we can ignore <au 2 )t. To derive an expression for <u 2 )t, imagine an alloy in which every site is equivalent.
Take VAA as the nearest~neighbourpotential between a pair of A atoms with similar definitions for V BB and V AB . The average interatomic potential is therefore
where P AA is the probability that a given pair of nearest-neighbour sites is occupied by A atoms. The mean atomic force constants are therefore
where g is related to V in the same way as gAA is related to V AA' etc. The relationship depends on the lattice type and the nature of the force constant (e.g. nearest-neighbour central, nearest-neighbour angular, etc.). For example, if g is a nearest-neighbour central force constant in the f.c.c. lattice then g = !d 2 V !dr 2 , evaluated at the nearest-neighbour separation. The probabilities in (7) may be written in terms of the nearest-neighbour Cowley-Warren short-range order parameter aI' by using the relations
If we also define the following parameter :
T=2g AB !(gAA +gBB) then (7) may be written
The deviation of T from unity is a measure of how different gAB is from the arithmetic mean of gAA and gBB. It is an elementary consequence of the equipartition theorem that in the classical regime <u 2 )t is proportional to the absolute temperature and inversely proportional to the average interatomic force constant. On the other h'and, the quantum expression defining the alloy Debye temperature e is (Warren 1969) 
Equations (10) and (11) constitute a simple model expression for <u 2 )t. The value of T is expected to be a constant for a given binary system, whereas al depends on the thermal history of each individual alloy. Equation (11) has been derived for n,-component alloys and tested for several transition/noble metal alloys with small atomic-radius disparity ).
For alloys with appreciable atomic-radius mismatch, <u 2 )s and <au 2 )s are important. The first step to derive a model for these correlations is to write down an expression for the displacement of an atom from its site on the average lattice due to surrounding atoms. A physically reasonable expression for the static displacement of the atom at site j is (12) This shows that each site k gives the atom at j a push or pull from the average lattice site according to whether there is an A or a B atom at site k (and independent of the occupancy of site j). Notice that the average displacement, <u)s' vanishes because of the property <a) = 0, as it must. Equation (12) is also the leading order of. the analytical theory (Krivoglaz 1969 . The analytical theory gives a prescription for evaluating ;jk: (13) where~Ok is the Green function inverse to the force-constant matrix for interatomic potential and
where W' = oW/or at nearest-neighbour separation where (15) The evaluation of (13) is essentially the same as the calculation of distortions around point defects (Flinn and Maradudin 1962, Flocken and Hardy 1969) . A detailed calculation based on the formal theory would involve computations similar to these. However, for a theory which is expected to encompass a wide range of alloys, it is sufficient merely to translate the point-defect results into the alloy case. For the f.c.c. case one may transcribe the results of Flinn and Maradudin (1962) 
where V"=o2V/or 2 and where T Oi is given in table II of Flinn and Maradudin (1962) . We have extended this tabulation by using a linear combination of Kubic harmonics in the asymptotic form of the Green function which matches the asymptotic behaviour of Flinn and Maradudin's tabulated Green function. The extended tabulation of T Oi for f.c.c. is given in table 1. For b.c.c. solid solutions it is possible to use the calculated results of Flocken and Hardy (1969) for vacancies in alkali metals to obtain an expression analogous to (16). Table 1 . Dimensionless displacement field T Oi for face-centred-cubic lattice. 0  310  0·0082  0·0064  0  222  0·0160  0·0160  0·0160  321  0·0176  0·0140  0·0072  400  0·0000  0  0  330  0·0184  0·0184  0  411  0·0029  0·0025  0·0025  420  0·0057  0·0059  0  332  0·0111  0·0111  0·0036  422  0·0098  0·0036  0·0036  431  0·0103  0·0086  0·0020  510  0·0000  0·0013  0  521  0·0031  0·0021  0·0006  440  0·0091  0·0091  0  433  0·0095  0·0078  0·0078  530  0·0050  0·0038  0  442  0·0082  0·0082  0·0008  600  0·0022  0  0  532  0·0064  0·0045  0·0013 In any calculation of the displacement field around a defect the most significant parameters are the nearest-neighbour central-force constant and the nearest-neighbour force (cxI and F(l) , respectively, in Flocken and Hardy 1969j. Examination of the tabulated displacements in Flocken and Hardy (1969) shows that, to 100/0 of the largest displacement, all displacement fields around vacancies are identical when normalized by F(I)/cx v which has the dimensions of length. To a fair approximation t.hen, the displacement field around vacancies in alkali metals is given by
I
lmn T x (lmn) T y (lmn) T z (lmn) 110 0·1205 0·1205 0·1205 200 0·0075 0 0 211 0·0373 0·0242 0·0242 220 0·0411 0·0411P.M. A
2F(I)
where T Oi is tabulated in table 2. The numerical factors in (17) have been chosen for later convenience. Table 2 was calculated by averaging the normalized displacement fields for the alkali metals studied by Flocken and Hardy (1969) . A formal comparison of the theory for displacements in alloys and the theory for displacements around point defects shows that the following replacements in (17) yield an expression for gOi :
where a is the lattice parameter. The second term on the right of (18 b) can be shown to be at most 25% of the first term, and for the sake of a broadly applicable theory we shall ignore it. Thus an approximation broad enough to cover many b.c.c. alloys is
It is easy to see from (14) and (15) that 0·2470  0·2470  200  -0·2597  0  0  220  0·0717  0·0717  0  222  0·1341  0·1341  0·1341  311  -0·0326  -0·0147  -0·0147  331  0·0403  0·0403  0·0022  333  0·0775  0·0775  0·0775  400  -0·0341  0  0  420  -0·0027  -0·0010  0  422  -0·0089  0·0034  0·0034  440  0·0276  0·0276  0  442  0·0257  0·0257  0·0032  444  0·0460  0·0460  0·0460  511  -0·0125  -0·0015  -0·0015  531  0·0010  0·0016  0·0013  533  0·0017  0·0085  0·0085  551  0·0188  0·0188  0·0014  555  0·0284  0·0284  0·0284  600  -0·0105  0  0  620  -0·0052  -0·0018  0  622  -0·0063  0·0008  0·0008  640  0·0025  0·0026  0 where r o is the nearest-neighbour separation. So, taking the derivative 
Z=I=O where we have used <aoaz2)=2(mB-mA)<aOaZ)' which is a special case of (4 b). Triplet correlations are usually assumed to be negligible so the first term will be dropped. We note in passing that there may be favourable circumstances for the detection of the effect of triplet correlations through the first term of (25) in equiatomic alloys (m A =m B ). Non-zero triplet correlations in equiatomic alloys indicate non-zero multisite (> 2) interaction potentials (22) and (26) in conjunction with tables 3 and 4 are the complete model expressions for the static correlations. Krivoglaz (1960) has derived an expression similar to (22) for the case of the f.c.c. lattice, and his conclusions about the sensitivity of <u 2 )s to short-range (12) and (21) and tables 1 and 2. More general correlations such as these arise in, for example, the theory of diffuse scattering from alloys.
Equations (1), (2), (5), (6), (10), (11), (22) and (26) constitute a complete model for the composition, temperature and short-range order dependence of the critical voltages of cubic solid solutions. The model has a number of undetermined parameters the determination of which may be regarded as the object of a critical-voltage study of an alloy. The model may also be used predictively if best estimates for these parameters are chosen. The model parameters are the following :
(i) T-defined by eqn. (8) . If the alloy forms a continuous solid solution, and the Debye temperatures of the terminal elements are known, T may be determined from a measurement of an alloy Debye temperature using eqn. (11). In principle it is desirable to use a highly disordered alloy so that C(l~0, but in practice the effect of C(l is small (see below). In the absence of data, T= 1, corresponding to an arithmetic mean unlike-atom force constant, is a good estimate.
(ii) 0 B -solute atom Debye temperature. Often, solid solubility is not complete so that the pure solute and solvent are not isostructural, for example Si in Fe. In such a case both T and 0 B are unknown parameters. To determine them, one can measure 0 in two solid solutions and write down two simultaneous equations derived from (11) which may be solved for 0 B and
0 B is the Debye temperature of the pure solute if it had the solvent's structure (e.g. 'b.c.c. Si' in the above example). In the absence of data the actual Debye structure of the pure solute is to be used, irrespective of structure.
(iii) Low-angle fA' fB. Deviations from the free-atom values of the atomic scattering factors, especially at low angles, can cause significant variations in V C'. A good way to determine the value of the atomic scattering factor at the first-order reflection for a pure metal or an alloy in which static displacements are negligible is to fit to the temperature variation of V C. For example, one would adjust the atomic scattering factor for the first-order reflection until the values of <u 2 ) deduced from the critical voltages at two temperatures give the same Debye temperature when (10) is used. This gives 0 as well as the atomic scattering factor. An interesting study which apparently has not been tried is to choose a system with negligible atomic radius disparity and measure the temperature dependence of V c for several compositions, including the pure metals. Since <u 2 )s~O and <au 2 )~O for such a system, eqn.
(1) reduces to I=exp (-M)f, (27) where M = (87T (iv) y-static-displacement-amplitude factor. This factor is of order unity and should be relatively independent of composition. To measure this parameter it is necessary to prepare an alloy which has negligible short-range order ((Xl~0) .
This often requires a compromise between solute dilution and quench rate. Ideally one requires a very rapidly quenched concentrated solid solution. It is worth noting that the process of ordering has a diffusion length on the order of atomic diameters which can result in very rapid diffusional relaxation of (Xl' Mozer, Keating and Moss (1968) give an example of the type of analysis required to choose a quench rate. To determine y, one analyses the temperature variation of V c on the totally disordered alloy at temperatures where the atomic configuration is ' frozen'. The cases of NiAu and CuAu described below are examples of this. In the absence of data, y = 1 is the best estimate.
(v) (Xv (X2' etc.-short-range order. These parameters depend on the detailed thermal history of the alloy. Determination of (Xl is made in the same way as that for y except that an assumed or predetermined value of y is used. Perhaps y would be determined for a composition at which ordering can be suppressed by a fast quench. It is only practical to determine (Xl with (X2' etc., assumed to be zero.
The above discussion emphasizes the importance of measuring critical voltages at two temperatures at least, especially for alloys. Essentially, this enables a separation of the thermal and static components of the mean-square displacements. In the next section some of the points made in this section will be illustrated by specific examples. § 3. ANALYSIS OF CRITICAL-VOLTAGE DATA FOR SEVERAL SOLID SOLUTIONS
Fe-Or
The static displacements in this system are negligible for all compositions because the atomic diameters of Fe and Cr differ by only 0·6°~. Shirley et ale (1975) carried out a critical-voltage study of Fe, Cr and their disordered alloys.
The pure-metal low-angle scattering factors and Debye temperatures were determined by fitting to the temperature variation of the pure-metal critical voltages (see the original work for details). With these parameters in hand T could be determined by fitting to room-temperature critical-voltage data at one or more intermediate compositions. A value of T = 0·72 gave the best fit. In fig. 1 the sensitivity of the mean-square displacements and the 220 critical voltage to T is illustrated. Static mean-square displacements are too small to be seen in this plot. This alloy is unusual in that the strongest Fig. ] r ----------------------. effect of short-range order occurs through the thermal, not static, meansquare displacements. None the less the effect is very small. Generally the maximum change in (Xl before long-range ordering sets in is given by Ll(XI~0·2 (Moss and Clapp 1968) . In equiatomic FeCr, where the effect of (Xl is greatest (see eqn. (11)), this change in (Xl gives a change in the room-temperature critical voltage of less than 10/0. It is generally true that short-range order influences the thermal mean-square displacements very little, whereas we shall see below that the influence of short-range order on the static meansquare displacements can be very significant. The Fe-Cr system is a good candidate for a critical-voltage study of charge transfer effects.
Ni-Au
In the above example one could be confident that all of the mean-square displacements were thermal in origin. However, in Ni-Au there is a large atomic-radius disparity (200;0) which leads to an appreciable static component of the mean-square displacements. Measurement of the critical voltage at several temperatures makes it possible to separate the thermal and static components. Assuming no short-range order, <au 2 ) = 0 and f has the form of (27) plotted against temperature in fig. 2 for Ni(83)-Au. The atomic scattering factors and pure-metal Debye temperatures (0(Ni) = 390 K, 0(Au) = 185 K) which fitted the pure-metal critical-vo~tage data (Thomas et ale 1974) were used in the analysis. Essentially, the slope of the best fit of the data in fig. 2 gives the alloy Debye temperature (and hence T via eqn. (11)) and the intercept on the T = 0 axis gives y (assuming (Xl = 0, etc.) via (22) . The best fit gives T = 1·87 and y = 1·23. Except for the influence of short-range order, y and T completely define the model. The thermal and static mean-square displacements for the experimental y and T are plotted against composition at room-temperature in fig. 3 . Vanishing short-range order is assumed. The very large static component is apparent. Variation of the static and thermal mean-square displacements with (Xl is given in fig. 4 for a Ni(70)-Au alloy. The influence of short-range order on the static mean-square displacements is quite appreciable whereas the thermal component has only a weak dependence. The mean-square displacements in fig. 3 have been used to plot the zero short-range order room temperature 400 critical voltage as a function of composition in fig. 5 . The data of Butler (1972) as well as the room-temperature point in fig. 2 are superimposed on the plot. Both Ni(83)-Au samples were taken from the Variation of room-temperature 400 critical voltage and short-range order senstivity in Ni-Au with composition assuming mean-square displacements of fig. 3 . Data points of Butler (1972) and are shown.
have a tendency to cluster (Moss and Averbach 1967) . The parameter aVe/O(XI is a measure of the sensitivity of the critical voltage to changes in (Xl and it is also plotted in fig. 5 . A depression in the critical voltage becomes more likely as one approaches the spinodal and short-range order becomes increasingly difficult to quench out. The data in fig. 5 bear this out. For the 300/0 Au alloy the critical-voltage depression is~V e = -69 ± 17kV, while aVe/ aa l = -520 kV so al = 0·13 ± 0·03. A similar calculation for Butler's 17°;6 Au alloy gives a l = 0·04 ± 0·03.
Cu-Au
This alloy also has a large atomic radius mismatch between constituent atoms (about 15%) but in contrast to Ni-Au, atoms tend to order, rather than to cluster. There is a relatively large amount of critical-voltage data (1977) for the disordered solid solutions (Kuroda, Tomokiyo and Eguchi 1977 , Sinclair et ale 1975 , Thomas et ale 1974 and this is summarized in table 5. The corresponding total mean-square displacements calculated by using critical-voltage corrected pure metal atomic scattering factors are also tabulated. An interesting discrepancy occurs in the 400 critical voltage data for two different 25% Au alloys. 1.4
1.2
Do Herbstein et al. (1956) o Coyle and Gale (1955) o Borie (1957) • Present
Bounds on possible values of y and T for eu-Au deduced from data of Kuroda et ale (1977) . Also shown are the values deduced from these data (see text), y = 1·34 and T = 1·76, and values deduced from results of early X-ray studies.
The mean-square displacement data in table 5 may be analysed to give y and T by finding the best fit for the model expression for <u 2 ) versus temperature. For each pair of temperatures there is a range of y and T corresponding to the various ways in which the theoretical curve may be put through the < u 2 ) data and yet remain within error limits. These ranges may be represented as areas in the y-T plane shown in fig. 6 for the data of Kuroda et ale (1977) . These areas assume 0(Cu) = 320 K and 0(Au) = 185 K. It is interesting to compare the results of X-ray studies of Cu-Au alloys with the critical-voltage results. For a 25% Au alloy, Borie (1957) found <u 2 )t = 1·98 X 10-2 A2 and <u 2 )s = 0·84 X 10-2 A2 while Herbstein, Borie and Averbach (1956) found <u 2 )t=1·98x 10-2 A2 and <u 2 )s=0·66 x 10-2 A2. For a 15% Au alloy Coyle and Gale (1955) found <u 2 )t=1·93x 10-2 A2 and <u 2 )s=1·22x 10-2 A2. It is difficult to estimate the errors in these values. The values of y and T calculated from these values are plotted in fig. 6 . Ideally, the accepted values of y and T lie in the centre of the common region of overlap of the y-T areas for each temperature pair. Unfortunately, the areas in fig. 6 have no common overlap region. The temperature dependence of the critical voltage of the 5% Au alloy studied by Kuroda et ale (1977) leads to a Debye temperature 0 = 345 K. In view of the pure-Cu Debye temperature (320 K) and the likelihood that Au will lower e (for Au, e = 185 K) it would seem that the error bars on the 5% Au 400 critical voltage should be expanded. Accordingly, our estimate of y and T is made without reference to this temperature pair. As shown in fig. 6 we choose y= 1·34 and T= 1·76. The room-temperature thermal and static mean-square displacements corresponding to this choice are shown as a function of composition in fig. 3 . The large static component is apparent. These values of y and T were used to compute the 400 and 222 critical voltages as a function of composition for 130 and 298 K assuming no short-range order. These results are shown in figs. 7 and 8 along with data from table 5. The model fits all the data except the 130 K, 5% Au 400 critical voltage as explained above, and the ~4tomic mean-square displacements and V c effect in cubic solid solutions 1O2 5% Au data of Thomas et ale (1974) . The critical-voltage sensitivity function -°Vcl Oct l has also been plotted in figs. 7 and 8 and it is clear that the deviation of the triangular data points from the theoretical curves can be explained by a degree of short-range order. From fig. 7 , we have~V c (400) = 19 ± 3 kV and°V eloctl = -423 kV, so ctl = -0·045 ± 0·007. On the other hand, fig. 8 gives~V e (222) = 14 ± 2 kV and aVelOctl = -273 kV, so ct l = -0·051 ±0·007. We assume that ct 2 , ct 3 , etc., all vanish. The consistency of these values of ct l is evidence for the validity of the model. The static and room-temperature thermal mean-square displacements are plotted as a function of short-range order for Cu 3 Au in fig. 4 . The strong short-range-order dependence of the static mean-square displacements is to be contrasted with the weak dependence of the thermal displacements. 3.4. CuAl The Cu-rich solid solution has a moderate atomic radius mismatch (6%) and an ordering tendency. Analysis of the data in table 5 leads to the y-T areas in fig. 9 . The shaded overlap region gives the range of values consistent with the data. The large range in y is a consequence of the relatively small static mean-square displacement which leads to large proportional errors in parameters deduced therefrom. The data do not give any indication of the degree of order. § 4. SURVEY OF CRITICAL VOLTAGE SENSITIVITIES
The definitions of y and T are such that deviations from unity represent deviations from an ideal. Thus, the model with y = 1 and T = 1 represents a best estimate for the variation of the critical voltages with composition, shortrange order and temperature in a solid solution for which no data are available. 
Atomic mean-square displacements and V c effect in cubic solid solutions III We have taken advantage of this to carry out a survey of the composition and short-range order sensitivities of the critical voltages for a large number of alloys. The results of this survey, presented in tables 6, 7, 8 and 9, give~n indication of which alloys and which phenomena might be studied most effectively by the critical-voltage technique. The best available parameters were used in the calculation of the sensitivities. Critical voltage-determined pure-metal atomic scattering factors and Debye temperatures were used wherever possible (Thomas et ale 1974 The lattice parameter is given by a parabolic best fit to the lattice parameter data of Pearson (1958) . This means that YJ can vary somewhat with composition. The composition sensitivities in tables 6 and 7 were evaluated at zero solute concentration by taking the derivative with respect to concentration numerically. The pure-metal critical voltages calculated by the program are also given. The short-range order sensitivities were evaluated for solid solutions near their solubility limit or at 50 mol % for solutions with complete solubility. Tables 8 and 9 should therefore show a short-range order sensitivity near the maximum available in a given solid solution. The fourth column in tables 8
and 9 detected, short-range order is detectable in the latter but not the former. The strong correlation of atomic-radius disparity and concentration with short-range order sensitivity is apparent in the tables. Likely candidates for a critical-voltage short-range-order experiment are those solid solutions with [100 aIn V c/O(XI]~25 and with a convenient value of V C. There are about 17 f.c.c. solid solutions and one or two b.c.c. solid solutions that fulfil these conditions. These estimates may be conservative since they assume y = I (except where noted in the tables) whereas the values measured for
Ou-Au and Ni-Au are greater than this. If y> I is general, then all sensitivities will increase. The estimates also assume that a 5°1o change in V e is required rather than the I or 20/0 required for bare detectability. On the other hand, critical voltages are more difficult to measure in alloys with large atomic-radius mismatch than in elemental crystals because of the interference of the strong Huang scattering from these alloys in the diffraction pattern.
The temperature sensitivities of the critical voltages of the alloys were also computed but are not tabulated since they are not a decisive factor in choosing a system for a critical-voltage study. Suffice it to mention that, in general, it is necessary to know the sample temperature to ± 5°C in order to have V c correct to ± 1% or better. § 5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS We have derived a model for the thermal and static mean-square displacements in b.c.c. and f.c.c. alloys which may be used in the analysis of criticalvoltage data. The often large contribution due to static distortions, and its short-range order dependence are important elements in the model.
The model emphasizes the importance of measuring V c at at least two temperatures, none of which should be high enough for diffusional relaxation to occur in the alloy system of interest.
Critical-voltage data for Cu-Au and Ni-Au solid solutions show good evidence for the effects of short-range order when analysed in terms of the model.
Concentrated solid solutions with large atomic-radius disparity are candidates for short-range order studies using the critical-voltage technique. A survey of solid solutions reveals about 17 possibilities.
Alloys with small atomic-radius disparity are possibilities for ·precise critical-voltage measurements of scattering factors to detect charge transfer effects.
